
 

Fidough & Dachsbun 

Fidough (#926) 

Sex Ratio: ½ Female, ½ Male 

Abilities: 

Own Tempo, Klutz 

Fidough is known as the Puppy 

Pokémon, it is a fairy-type dog 

that has evolved to have a 

naturally doughy body with 

useful yeast colonies. This is 

almost certainly a product of intense selective breeding by humans. 

They average at 1 foot tall (0.3 M) and 24 pounds (10.9 kg).  

Habitat: Fidough do not exist in the wild and have not for a very long time. They are entirely dependent on 

human care and human habitations to exist, though there are some stray/feral populations in cities, as there 

are all Pokémon.  

Life Cycles: Fidough are small dogs that can potentially reproduce every few months with a new litter of 

puppies. They are not bound to seasonal mating cycles, one of many products of domestication. These litters 

tend to be around 3-5 puppies, but egg laying can get as high as a dozen. They are good parents all around and 

the mothers tend to their babies with great love and affection. Fidough are known to live up to about 20 years.  

As Pokémon that only exist as pets, Fidoughs do not have natural predators in the technical sense, but they are 

small doughy dogs that definitely taste good. Any large bird or other large enough carnivore may find your 

Fidough to be an easy meal, so be careful.  

Behavior: Fidough are incredibly friendly and loving Pokémon. They love to be helpful and make truly 

excellent companions, and in fact many municipalities have Fidoughs available as starter Pokémon!  

Diet: Contrary to all other dogs, Fidoughs (while still omnivores) lean toward herbivory, insectivory, and 

especially fermented fruit. Their bodies are specially adapted to consume fermented fruits and vegetables. 

Scientists speculate that proto-Fidoughs utilized their yeast breath to ferment fruits for their own 

consumption, and that humans ended up domesticating them because of their yeast breath’s ability to make 

alcohol. Fidoughs might just be the only dogs in the world that would turn up their nose at a steak. For those 

vegetarians who value having pets that match the dietary restrictions as themselves, a Fidough may just be the 

perfect choice.  

Conservation: Extinct in the wild  

Relationship with Humans: Fidough are one of the earliest domesticated Pokémon, alongside Bulbasaurs and 

Eevees and a handful of others around the world. As mentioned above, Fidough were originally domesticated 

for their yeasty breaths and thus their ability to turn fruit into alcohol. The domestication process likely began 
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around 20,000-30,000 years ago. The rise of alcohol fermentation 

eventually led to steady development of agricultural societies as 

humans discovered more and more uses for the grains that they 

grew, such as bread, and the yeasty breaths of Fidough became 

even more important to human society. While there may have 

been early hunting of proto-Fidoughs and proto-Dachsbuns, 

these practices wiped out thousands of years ago in most parts 

of the world, as most cultures see Fidoughs as the 

quintessential low-maintenance human companion who 

provide immense value to the household. However, in cultures 

where dogs and thus dog-Pokémon are/were raised for meat 

consumption, Fidoughs make great livestock.  

As quintessential members of human society, Fidoughs receive 

special treatment as beloved, endearing family pets, and the 

majority of households have one for helping out in the kitchen. 

No respectable baker or brewer would ever be caught dead 

without their own loyal Fidough (or Dachsbun!), and they are 

the pet mascot of quite a number of local bakeries and 

breweries the world over.  

As a highly domesticated Pokémon there are several breeds of 

Fidough that exist, each with unique yeast breaths that provide 

distinct flavors to brews and baked goods.  

Because of their docility, squishiness, small size, and how easy it is to 

acquire breeding stock, Fidough are regularly used as bait in illegal 

“dog fighting” practices. An unfortunate reality that is shared with 

Eevee.  

And of course, as popular starter Pokémon, Fidough make their way 

onto the teams of many trainers across the globe.  

Classification: “Panemcanis” means “bread dog” in Latin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Dachsbun (#927) 

Sex Ratio: ½ Female, ½ Male 

Abilities: 

Well-Baked Body, Aurora Veil 

Dachsbun is the Dog Pokémon 

and the evolved form of Fidough. 

It averages at 1’8 feet tall (0.5 M) 

and 32.8 pounds (14.9 kg).  

Habitat: Human habitations, the 

same as Fidough.  

Life Cycles: Dachsbuns live similar lives to their Fidough 

counterparts. 

Behavior: Dachsbuns are even-tempered Pokémon with an 

immense tolerance for children and human shenanigans. They 

can fit into just about any household with the right care and 

selection.  

Diet: They eat primarily fermented fruits, but will also eat 

insects, bread, alcohol, vegetables, grains, and eggs.  

Conservation: Extinct in the wild 

Relationship with Humans: Dachsbuns are basically just 

bigger Fidoughs in almost all respects culturally and 

functionally. There are pet fanciers who selectively breed fancy 

Dachsbuns to be shown at dog shows, which garners annual media fascination. Of course, these fancy breeds 

are prone to health defects, and the ones given out to trainers from Pokémon Centers as Fidoughs are bred first 

and foremost for health and temperament.  

On the children’s television show Tuesdays with Turtwig, there is a Dachsbun who makes guest visits who 

teaches the audience about baking!  

In practical field uses, Dachsbuns find themselves with a niche utility amongst Rangers and members of the 

Task Force for their unique immunity to both dragon and fire-types (if they have the ability Well-Baked Body). 

Given that it is often dragon-types and fire-types that local Task Force agents have to wrangle with, the unique 

immunities of Dachsbun serve to be quite useful.   

Dachsbuns in particular are common in preschools and kindergartens for their even temperaments and small 

statures.  

Classification: Dachsbuns and Fidoughs are distantly related to other dog Pokémon. They are, importantly, 

not part of the Spiricanids and will not become a Greavard upon death.  

Evolution: Dachsbun evolves from Fidough at level 26. 



 


